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20 +/- Acres

Carroll County, MS

$50,000

NEW LISTING

National Land Realty
207 B North Huntington Street
Kosciusko, MS 39090
www.NationalLand.com

Jesse Stewart
Office: 662.289.5334
Cell: 662.229.8340
Fax: 662.289.5335
jstewart@nationallandrealty.com

The information herein is from sources deemed reliable, however the accuracy is not guaranteed.
National Land Realty assumes no liability for error, omissions or investment results.



 

OVERVIEW:
This 20 acre property is a mixed use hunting, timberland tract with road
frontage on Co. Rd. 15 in Carroll County. The plantation pine timber is
approx. 27 years old and was thinned about 10 years ago. There are
some mixed hardwoods on the backside which enhances the deer and
turkey habitat. Being only a few miles east of Vaiden, MS and only a
few miles from the Big Black River this area is known for trophy
whitetail bucks and wild turkeys. The property would be great for family
recreation including hiking or riding ATV's. Also there is a hunting club
just a mile down the road that has about 4700 acres leased along the
Big Black River known as Vaiden Hill Conservation League.

TMS/PARCEL ID: 107360016001

TAXES: (Call Agent for Details)

ADDRESS:
000 Co. Rd. 15
Winona, MS 38967

LOCATION:
From the intersection of Hwy 51 and Co. Rd. 430 in Vaiden MS, go
east on Co. Rd 430/ Greensboro St. for 1.3 mile and turn left on Co.
Rd. 14, then go north on Co. Rd. 14 for 0.3 miles and turn right on Co.
Rd. 15, then go 2 miles on Co. Rd. 15 to the property on the left.



 PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS:
- Desirable Timberland and Investment tract.
- Plantation pine is 27 years old and was thinned
about 10 years ago.
- A few miles from the Big Black River Basin.
- Area is known for Trophy Whitetail Bucks.
- Great Wild Turkey Hunting.
- Family Recreation.
- Hiking or riding ATV's.
- Gently rolling Hills.
- Road access on Co. Rd. 15.
- Close proximity to Vaiden Hill Conservation League.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
20 ac in Section 36, T-18-N, R-5-E.

VIEW FULL LISTING:
www.nationalland.com/viewlisting.php?listingid=980306
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WORKING WITH A  Approved 01/2003 By 
MS Real Estate Commission 

P. O. Box 12685 
Jackson, MS  39232 REAL ESTATE BROKER  

**THIS IS NOT A LEGALLY  BINDING CONTRACT** 

GENERAL 
Before you begin working with any real estate agent, you should know whom the agent represents in the transaction. Mississippi real estate 

licensees are required to disclose which party they represent in a transaction and to allow a party the right to choose or refuse among the various 
agency relationships.  

There are several types of relationships that are possible and you should understand these at the time a broker or salesperson provides 
specific assistance to you in a real estate transaction,  

The purpose of the Agency Disclosure is to document an acknowledgement that the consumer has been informed of various agency 
relationships, which are available in a real estate transaction.  

For the purpose of this disclosure, the term seller and/or buyer will also include those other acts specified in Section 73-35-3  (1), of the 
Miss. Code, “...list, sell, purchase, exchange, rent, lease, manage, or auction any real estate, or the improvements thereon including options."  
 

SELLER'S AGENT 
A seller can enter into a "listing agreement" with a real estate firm authorizing the firm and its agent(s) to represent the seller in finding a 

buyer for his property. A licensee who is engaged by and acts as the agent of the Seller only is known as a Seller's Agent. A Seller's agent has the 
following duties and obligations:  
To the Seller:  

*The fiduciary duties of loyalty, confidentiality, obedience, disclosure, full accounting and the duty to use skill, care and diligence. 
To the Buyer and Seller:  

*A duty of honesty and fair dealing.  
*A duty to disclose all facts known to the Seller's agent materially affecting the value of the property, which are not known to, or readily 
observable by, the parties in a transaction.  

BUYER'S AGENT 
A buyer may contract with an agent or firm to represent him/her. A licensee who is engaged by and acts as the agent of the Buyer only is 

known as the Buyer's Agent.  
If a Buyer wants an agent to represent him in purchasing a property, the buyer can enter into a Buyer's Agency Agreement with the agent. 

A Buyer's Agent has the following duties and obligations:  
To the Buyer:  

* The fiduciary duties of loyalty, confidentiality, obedience, disclosure, full accounting and the duty to use skill, care and diligence. 
To the Seller and Buyer:  

* A duty of honesty and fair dealing.  
DISCLOSED DUAL AGENT 

A real estate agent or firm may represent more than one party in the same transaction. A Disclosed Dual Agent is a licensee who, with the 
informed written consent of the Seller and Buyer, is engaged as an agent for both Seller and Buyer.  

As a disclosed dual agent, the licensee shall not represent the interests of one party to the exclusion or detriment of the interests of the other 
party. A disclosed dual agent has all the fiduciary duties to the Seller and Buyer that a Seller's or Buyer's agent has except the duties of full disclosure 
and undivided loyalty.  
 
A Disclosed Dual Agent may not disclose:  

(a) To the Buyer that the Seller will accept less than the asking or listed price, unless otherwise instructed in writing by the Seller.  
(b) To the Seller that the Buyer will pay a price greater than the price submitted in a written offer to the Seller, unless otherwise instructed 

in writing by the Buyer.  
(e) The motivation of any party for selling, buying, or leasing a property, unless otherwise instructed in writing by the respective party, or  
(d) That a Seller or Buyer will agree to financing terms other than those offered, unless otherwise instructed in writing by the respective 

party.  

IMPORTANT NOTICE! 
"Customer" shall mean that person not represented in a real estate transaction. It may be the buyer, seller, landlord or tenant.  
A Buyer may decide to work with a firm that is acting as agent for the Seller (a Seller's Agent or subagent). If a Buyer does not enter into a 

Buyer Agency Agreement with the firm that shows him properties, that firm and its agents may show the buyer properties as an agent or subagent 
working on the seller's behalf. Such a firm represents the Seller (not the Buyer) and must disclose that fact to the Buyer.  

When it comes to the price and terms of an offer, the Seller's Agent will ask you to decide how much to offer for any property and upon 
what terms and conditions. They can explain your options to you, but the final decision is yours, as they cannot give you legal or financial advice. 
They will attempt to show you property in the price range and category you desire so that you will have information on which to base your decision.  

The Seller's Agent will present to the Seller any written offer that you ask them to present. You should keep to yourself any information 
that you do not want the Seller to know (i.e. the price you are willing to pay, other terms you are willing to accept, and your motivation for buying). 
The Seller's agent is required to tell all such information to the Seller. You should not furnish the Seller's agent anything you do not want the Seller to 
know. If you desire, you may obtain the representation of an attorney or another real estate agent, or both.  

 
 

THIS IS NOT A CONTRACT.  THIS IS AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DISCLOSURE 
 

The below named Licensee has informed me that brokerage services are being provided me as a: 
  Client (Seller’s or Landlords Agent)   Client (Buyer’s or Tenants Agent)   Customer    (Not as my Agent)   Client (Disclosed Dual Agent) 
 
By signing below, I acknowledge that I received this informative document and explanation prior to the exchange of confidential information 
which might affect the bargaining position in a real estate transaction involving me. 
 
      (Date) 
 
(Client) (Licensee)      (Customer) 
 
(Client) (Company)      (Customer) 

 
 
 

LICENSEE -Provide a copy of disclosure acknowledgement to all parties and retain signed original for your files.  
 
SPC 01/2003             MREC Rev  01/2003 
 


